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Grilling out is an essential part of the American culture, and Weber's name is synonymous with
barbecue, bringing friends and families together to create moments that make lasting
memories. Weber's New Real Grilling celebrates the joy of being in the backyard and gathering
around the grill. Complete with more than 200 simple, classic, and—most of all—drop-to-your-
knees delicious recipes, this book explores the foods and flavors that are made for grilling: the
very best recipes for beef, pork, poultry, and seafood, small plates, vegetables and sides,
desserts, and the best rubs, marinades, brines, and sauces. Find basic grilling skills, valuable
tips, and tried-and-true techniques in Weber's New Real Grilling that will turn any griller into an
expert outdoor entertainer.Weber's New Real Grilling includes:200 delicious recipes, each with
a full-color photoA guide on mastering the basics, including essential tools, advice on how to
stock the griller's pantry, knife skills, common techniques, and moreTips on various grill set ups,
different fuel types including lump charcoal and how to us and control it, plus grill cleaning
essentials and safetyAdvanced Training on how to get the most from your grill with smoke
cooking basics, rotisserie cooking, pizza on the grill, and using a wok to stir-fry on the grillGrill
skills sections with tips, tricks, and how-tos of barbecue favorites for perfect steaks, ribs, turkey,
and salmonFun detours into the past with classic recipes from Weber's grilling archives --
complete with an update for modern palatesClassic remix recipes which dive into Weber's
grilling archives and update classic recipes for the modern palate.

About the AuthorJAMIE PURVIANCE is one of America’s top grilling experts and Weber’s
master griller. He graduated from Stanford University and the Culinary Institute of America
before launching a career as a food writer for publications such as Bon Appetit, Better Homes
and Gardens, Fine Cooking, Town & Country, and the Los Angeles Times. He is the author of
numerous cookbooks including Weber’s Way to Grill, a James Beard Award nominee and New
York Times best seller. Purviance has appeared as a grilling authority on numerous television
shows including Today, The Early Show, Good Morning America, and The Oprah Winfrey Show.
He lives in Sacramento, California.WEBER GRILL: The year was 1952. Weber Brothers Metal
Works employee George Stephen Sr. had a crazy idea. Using as a model the marine buoys
made by his company, he concocted a funky dome-shaped grill with a lid to protect food and
keep in rich barbecue flavor. From those humble beginnings, an international grilling revolution
was born. Today, Weber has grown to become the leading brand of charcoal and gas grills and
accessories, and George’s kettle has become a backyard icon.
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Weber's Greatest Hits: 125 Classic Recipes for Every Grill Weber's Smoke: A Guide to Smoke
Cooking for Everyone and Any Grill



John G. Gleeson Sr., “Up To The Weber/Purviance Standard!!. The original Real Grilling came
out in 2005 and at last count had 146 5 star reviews, and for reasons that apply equally to this
new release. But before I suggest why you, gentle reader, might wish to shell out a few
buckaroos for "another cookbook", let me digress a bit.This book starts with a forward by Mike
Kempster, who started peddling Weber grills in the early days, and became, if memory serves,
Marketing VP there. His commentaries in Weber's Big Book of Grilling made interesting reading
as to what it must have been like to get the brand rolling back in the day. I never met him, but
Mike seems to be the kind of guy one might like to have as a guest on the deck or patio with the
grill cooking and a few cold adult malted beverages nearby. His work as well as that of the entire
Weber team has brought outdoor cooking to a much higher level than it was back in the early
1960s when I got my first kettle grill and started burning things. Which brings me to Jamie
Purviance and his series of excellent cookbooks.When I got into this stuff, there were no grilling/
outdoor cookbooks; one learned by doing, and if there was a mistake that could be made,
believe me, I made it; I was an equal opportunity destroyer of food!Now, though, we have the
able Mr. Purviance who takes us step by step throught the entire process from starting the grill
(gas or charcoal), to food prep through putting it on the plate. One of New Real Grilling's stated
purpose is to bring long standing grill traditions and techiques into the 21st Century with its
emphasis on different world cuisines and cooking techniques. Woks and pizza stones were
unkown back in the day, let alone useable on the grills we had back then. Pizza on the grill is
something I like to do, but I am challenged by the idea of doing a stir fry there. Or a braise; that
process is not associated with traditional grilling but here it is, with detailed directions.Yeah, I
take pride in my burgers, steaks and chicken dishes, but the passage of time and this book
bring new challenges (not too difficult) to put new and different palate pleasers on the table. I
like that; after all, who wants to do the same ol' dishes all the time? The variety of food, like the
variety of music is one thing that keeps things interesting!But for all this philosophising, if the
recipes in a cookbook do not deliver the goods, friends, pass on. My wife and I just spent a
couple of hours listing dishes I will do soon. Folks who have been cooking a while can read the
goodness in a recipe without actually cooking it. That's how we pick out recipes to try from our
kitchen library.The book is organized as well as I have come to expect from this series: there are
four sections on starting grills and the various cooking techniques. Then follows sections on red
meat, pork, poultry, seafood, veggies and desserts. All recipes have color pictures of the finished
product and there are too many well illustrated cooking tips along the way to mention. One neat
feature is the "recipe remix" wherein some of Weber's older recipes from the 1960s are
"reimagined for how we eat today". Of course, no Weber book would be complete without
recipes for rubs and sauces, which appear at the end of the book, but also as part of many of the
recipes (200+).For an old guy who cooks outside, even in the depth of our Michigan winters,
Jamie's series of cookbooks has provided family and friends with an uninterrupted series of



goodies that have been flavorful and easy to cook. The emphasis on flavor and easy of
preparation continue in this fine work. If you are experienced in outdoor cooking or if you are
thinking about putting a toe in the water, you can't go wrong with this book. If you like the
challenge of a new cuisine or want to try a dish that you have not done before, this book is right
on.I suspect that this is why Weber cookbooks sell so well consistantly: they deliver!!That way, if
Mike Kempster knocks on my door, I'm ready!!”

Dxh24, “Weber's best book yet.. I've got a couple other Weber grill recipe books, this is hands
down my favorite. It's got everything from basics too some really delicious recipes, to how to
process a whole chicken.There's a section for each type of food, starters, poultry, fish, beef,
desserts etc. At the beginning of each section, there's info on how long to cook different cuts/
types of what food your cooking, grill heat, indirect/direct, and how long. Really helpful for a
newer grill guy like me.Each recipe is really nicely laid out and easy to follow, and one thing I
really like is right at the beginning of the recipe it tells you special equipment required (or if it's
optional) so you don't get halfway through the process and realize you need a cast iron
pan.Another thing I really liked about this book was in the back, it breaks down rubs, sauces,
marinades. I'm newer and I had no idea how to make a rub, or a sauce. My marinades consisted
of premade Italian dressing lol. This section lays out what the goal of a sauce or a rub, marinade
is, and gives you some recipes for each kind of food (beef/poultry/fish). Really cool for
somebody learning.Most recipe books I'll look through and I'll find a few that look worth trying. In
this book I want to make everything! The recipes I've tried have been big hits with family and
friends.Tl;dr- Don't hesitate, this book is awesome!”

G. Hafer, “Classic and Yet New. For most of us grillers with winter climates, each spring brings a
newness signaled by the warm sun and the removal of the winter crud that accumulates on
burner tubes and the kettle underbelly. It isn't that we don't grill in winter; it's just that spring
brings new hope and, better yet, the promise of a new Weber cookbook. Jamie Purviance's
Weber's New Real Grilling is this year's worthy edition; unlike winter's snowy skies and bitter
winds, it never disappoints.I cook a tri-annual Fest of too much food (and the occasional beer)
for my colleagues, with bombastic elaborate menus and outside dining paraphernalia, but none
of that planning and fun would be possible without Jamie Purviance's wonderful books. For this
spring, I cooked three recipes from Weber's New Real Grilling: Pulled Chicken Sliders with Root
Beer Barbecue Sauce, Mexican-Style Corn on the Cob, Globe Eggplant with Sun-Dried Tomato
Vinaigrette. My guests--all carnivorous males--gave equal accolades for all three. That eight
males loved eggplant is reason enough to buy this book. I know one of my guests did.Since
then, I've cooked a dozen recipes from its pages. Yet, that's not the only reason to buy this book.
Don't you love it when cookbooks are readable? As in his other books, Purviance fills his with
stories, luscious photographs of every recipe, and tons of inventive features you won't find
anywhere else, like the "remixes" that look back on early grilling recipes and their modern



equivalents. I like that Purviance also uses some of the new Weber accessories in the recipes
and shows you specifically how to use them.How does Purviance put together such a great
book like Weber's New Real Grilling that doesn't repeat what he's done before? I don't know.
What I do know is that Purviance proves that the grilling arts are inexhaustible, capable of infinite
expansion without eclipsing the skills of the humble griller.I have no idea if the James Beard
Award has one for lifetime achievement but Purviance's Weber's New Real Grilling makes a
good case to establish one. If not, then this book deserves to win for the best cookbook in a
single subject. In the meantime, buy the book or the e-book (I bought both!); you will award it five
stars.”

Bob M, “Another winner from the house of Mr Purviance. Once again a book full of stunning,
mouthwatering recipes that always come up trumps. What I like about Jamie's books is that they
make you think outside of the box and be a little more creative trying things that you may not
have otherwise considered. For those new to the BBQ there are plenty of excellent tips on using
the right equipment and cooking methods. Beginner or expert you will not regret buying this.
Great photos, easy to follow instructions, fabulous food at the end. What else do you want? Buy
it, you know you want to :-)”

Sandra, “Another great book from Jamie Purviance.. I've always been a fan of the Weber recipe
books especially the ones from Jamie Purviance. The explanations are always clear and the
photography is first rate. Though some of the recipes use ingredients that are hard to find in the
UK there's still plenty of interest in this book. I've already made three things from it and imagine I
will be cooking a few more. If you like Purviance's books I would say this is 2nd only to Weber's
Complete Barbecue Book.”

CouchCritic, “Great book but beware also titled Weber's Big Book of Barbecue. As a Weber Fan
Boy, I have purchased many books from their catalogue. Other than The Weber's Complete
Book of Barbecue, this has to be one of their best. Really informative with lots of step by steps
and "how to's" from knife skills, essential larder items and charcoal techniques.There is also a
fantastic number of recipes all of which can be easily followed with satisfying results. The only
gripe I do have is that this book is exactly the same as Weber's Big Book of Barbecue. For that
reason I can only give 4 Stars.I can only assume this is the American version? As much as I love
Weber products, I can't justify paying for this book twice for a different cover and title!If you
already own Big Book of Barbecue, save your money or buy the Complete Book of Barbecue.”

Gisella, “Perfect. Just received this yesterday, so not much time to digest it, however it has all the
basics and loads of recipes and tips. It is great to find a book that is specifically for ones
barbecue, so that timing etc. can be exact. Thank you Weber. Interesting foreward about the
history as well.”



Guitarist46664, “Bought this for a present for someone with a Weber .... Bought this for a present
for someone with a Weber barbecue, went down very well - as did the food...”

The book by James Peterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 631 people have provided feedback.
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